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National Security in a Rapidly Changing
Arctic
How a Lack of Attention to the Arctic is Harming America’s
Interests
Andrew Holland
The Arctic is changing faster than any region on Earth. For
most of human history, the annual melting and refreezing
of the Arctic Ocean was a consistent annual trend. However, starting in the 1970s, that annual trend began to slowly
change, and the yearly minimum extent of sea ice reached
every September began to drop.1 Then, in 2007, observers saw an unprecedented and unanticipated drop in sea
ice coverage: 24 percent below the previous record (set in
2005) and 38 percent below the 1979-2000 average.2 Over
the ensuing years, sea ice never returned to its historical
averages, and in 2012, summer sea ice retreated to its lowest level on record.3 In the short time since 2007, the story
of how countries have reacted to the opening of the Arctic
Ocean shows how climate change can impact geopolitics and
national security considerations.
In less than a decade, this change in state, from an Arctic
Ocean perpetually enclosed in ice to one open to transit and
human exploitation, has encouraged some observers in the
media and even governments to proclaim a new “Arctic Gold
Rush” or a “Scramble for the Arctic” (to cite two recently
published books).45 Governments have responded to the
scramble by issuing strategic guidance for how their coun-
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try and their businesses will seize the
opportunities presented by an opening Arctic. As would be expected, the
eight Arctic countries have each updated their strategic guidance. However,
countries as diverse as Singapore, Italy,
South Korea, India, and China have
joined the Arctic Council as observers
and have shown an interest in taking
advantage of changes to the region.
In this rush to secure scarce resources
in the High North, some see the potential for conflict over disputed borders
and resources. As this article will show,
that threat is overblown because the

Arctic is prioritized, from the President
throughout the bureaucracy and into
the Congress. In the end, this article
will demonstrate that the United States
has simply not invested the resources
needed to meet the challenges of an
opening Arctic.

The Science Driving Arctic Ice
Melt. The melting sea ice is largely
due to warming temperatures in both
the atmosphere and the water caused by
global carbon emissions. The recently
released 5th Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

The United States has simply not invested the
resources needed to meet the challenges of an
opening Arctic.
legal institutions for governing territorial disputes, particularly the United
Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS), are strong and
generally recognized by all parties. All
recent evidence shows that parties are
inclined to resolve disagreements under
the principles of the law, using both
bilateral negotiations and multi-lateral
fora like the Arctic Council.
However, one country has been nearly absent in the rush to the Arctic: the
United States. While countries around
the world make plans to exploit the
Arctic, and are building the infrastructure and equipment to seize the opportunities, the U.S. has thus far failed
to go further than issuing defense and
foreign policy planning documents.
Such strategy papers, issued by both
the Bush and Obama administrations,
have merely served to show how low the
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Change (IPCC) stated that warming is
“unequivocal” and that there has been
“very substantial Arctic warming since
the mid-20th century.”6
The rate of change in the climate
of the Arctic over the last decade is
unprecedented. Today, temperatures
in the Arctic are rising at twice the rate
as the rest of the world.7 The nature of
the greenhouse effect is that increased
concentrations of greenhouse gases
warm the poles faster than areas with
higher amounts of solar radiation a—
phenomenon called “Polar Amplification.”
One of the main reasons for this is
that sea ice has a high albedo (reflective
capability) compared to open ocean.
This means that ice reflects solar energy
back into space (snow covered ice has an
even higher albedo), while open ocean
water, darker in color than ice or snow,
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absorbs that energy as heat.8 In this way,
the absence of sea ice allows the ocean
to absorb more heat, which contributes
to further warming in a feedback loop
that Mark Serreze, the Director of the
U.S. National Snow and Ice Data Center, described as a “death spiral” for
Arctic ice.9 The changes are so complete that many climate scientists now
expect that the Arctic will be entirely
ice-free during the summer within a
decade or two.10

This is a story that has already been
written in the media, the scholarly literature, and even a major video game.11
Historians and international relations experts are familiar with this story
as well. A race for resources is reminiscent of the nineteenth century “Scramble for Africa,” the “Great Game” in
Central Asia, or the fifteenth century Treaty of Tordesillas splitting the
“undiscovered” world into Portuguese
and Spanish territories.
Yet, as tempting as it may be to
How Melting Ice Affects Inter- squeeze a twenty-first century “Scramnational Security. The melting ice ble for the Arctic” into this familiar
is opening up the Arctic Ocean region storyline, it does not fit. The instituto human presence and industrializa- tions governing the Arctic are strong:
tion in a way that it has never seen. We the five littoral states follow the rules
are seeing the Arctic Ocean become of the UNCLOS (even though the U.S.
a major passageway for internation- Senate has not ratified the Convenal trade and perhaps the next region tion) for resolving issues with marito ‘boom’ from oil and gas resource time borders. The Arctic Council, an
extraction. As the region warms and the intergovernmental organization of the
ice melts, Arctic nations are construct- eight countries with Arctic territory,
ing new military bases and building new has proven itself to be a useful forum
ships to survive in the harsh environ- since it was established in 1996 for
ment. They are placing new legal claims promoting cooperation and resolving
on hitherto inaccessible resources. At differences among the Arctic States and
the same time, countries far from the their indigenous communities.
Arctic—including the two most popuThat does not mean, however, that
lous nations in the world, China and there is no threat of conflict over the
India—are scrambling to exert their Arctic. The danger, in fact, comes from
influence in the Arctic in any way they an imbalance of attention. While the
can.
United States has largely ignored the
At first glance, there is a clear story Arctic, Russia and non-Arctic powers,
line of how climate change is causing especially China, have actively sought to
melting ice, opening a new region to find new geopolitical advantages in the
human exploitation, leading to a gold melting ice. As the Arctic develops, it is
rush. As that story goes, countries rush clear there is a disparity of attention to
military units to the region in order to the region, with some countries seeing
protect their claims and expand their it as central to their national affairs,
sphere of influence. This inevitably while others, particularly the United
leads to tension in areas of overlapping States, pay little more than lip-service
claims, which could lead to conflict. to their status as an Arctic power. It
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is this imbalance, and the uncertainty
about the priority that the United States
places on Arctic affairs, that could
cause international misunderstandings
or even conflict. This imbalance is
apparent in the rush to resources, the

economic development of the country.”13 Russian oil and gas giants Rosneft
and Gazprom have signed cooperation
agreements with the Chinese National
Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and
Sinopec to develop oil in the Arctic.1415

While the United States has largely ignored the

Arctic, Russia and non-Arctic powers, especially China, have actively sought to find new geopolitical advantages in the melting ice.
promotion of new international trade
routes, and, especially, the military
power available in the Arctic.

A Rush to Resources. The U.S.

Geological Survey estimates that 90
billion barrels of oil, or 13 percent
of the world’s undiscovered reserves,
are within the Arctic.12 Unlike other
areas of the world, the remoteness and
extreme climate of the Arctic have prevented the exploration for and exploitation of these reserves. Today, with
persistently high oil prices and new
drilling and extraction technology that
allows for offshore oil and gas drilling
in even the most extreme conditions,
these huge new energy resources are in
high demand and available for the taking.
Russia has been proactive about
exploiting its Arctic resources. The
Russian government is implementing plans, backed with a century of
infrastructure development, to develop oil and gas throughout its Arctic
coast. Russia’s “Policy for the Arctic to
2020” identified the Arctic as “a strategic resource base” that can provide
“the solution of problems of social and
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Gazprom has developed a platform it
considers to be ice-resistant, and it
intends to produce oil from the Prirazlomnoye field starting in the 4th
quarter of 2013.16
On the other hand, while the Obama
administration has supported energy
development in the Arctic as part of its
“all-the-above” energy strategy, a string
of setbacks has, for now, delayed plans
for offshore drilling north of Alaska.
Royal Dutch Shell’s attempts in 2012 to
drill exploratory wells in the Chukchi
and Beaufort Seas can only be described
as a comedy of errors: both the government and the company committed a
string of mistakes and delays that led to
the grounding of a drill ship and very
little actual drilling.
Since then, the U.S. Department of
the Interior has conducted a review of
Arctic energy exploration.17 It is unclear
at this time whether the U.S. government has the plans or policies in place
to allow energy development to proceed
in a safe manner. Even if such policies
are put in place, securing appropriations from a starkly divided Congress
on an issue as politically divisive as Arctic offshore drilling will be challenging.
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Promoting New International either a destination or a port of origin
Trade Routes. While energy compa- not in the Russian Arctic, and ten of
nies begin plans to drill for oil and gas
beneath the sea, commercial freighters
and tankers are regularly plying the
Arctic Ocean for the first time. Some
of this shipping is required to service,
supply, and transport the expanding
energy exploration in the region, but
a growing amount of seasonal commercial shipping in the Arctic Ocean
is purely for transit as the sea ice disappears. Transit through the Arctic can
dramatically reduce shipping distances:
travel from Shanghai to Hamburg is
four thousand miles shorter over Russia’s Northern Sea Route than via the
Suez Canal. It is 4,300 miles less from
Shanghai to New York via Canada’s
Northwest Passage than through the
Panama Canal. Prior to the summer of
2013, commercial shipment through
the Northwest Passage was a sixteenth
century dream that had only been
achieved once before, when in 1969,
the massive oil tanker SS Manhattan
tested the viability of shipping oil from
Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay to markets on the
U.S. east coast. The difficulty of that
journey convinced Alaskans to build the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline and closed commercial shipping in the Arctic for more
than 40 years.
These passageways are opening for
seasonal passage today. As of 27 September 2013, the Russian government
had given permission to 575 ships for
navigation in the waters of the Northern Sea Route, more than doubling the
record set in 2012.18 Most of these are
local ships, but by the end of September
2013 (the Arctic shipping season can last
until November before the ice returns),
at least forty were vessels in transit with

those vessels had traversed the Russian
Northern Sea route purely as means of
passage.19 Also in 2013, the first commercial freighter, the Nordic Orion,
passed through Canada’s more treacherous Northwest Passage with a cargo of
metallurgical coal bound for Finland.
Passing through the Northwest Passage
allowed it to carry fifteen thousand tons
more than it would have been able to
carry through the Panama Canal.20
In Alaska, there is insufficient
infrastructure to ensure safe navigation north of the Bering Strait with
the closest deep-water harbor at Dutch
Harbor, more than 700 miles south of
Nome (which has a small harbor that
can handle medium-draft ships) and
1,100 miles from much of the projected energy exploration activity in the
Chuchki Sea. The nearest permanent
Coast Guard presence is at Coast Guard
Air Station Kodiak, and the Commandant of the Coast Guard has characterized their operations in the Arctic as
“only temporary and occasional.”21
The U.S. Coast Guard only has one
medium icebreaker in service today, the
USCGC Healy. The heavy icebreaker
USCGC Polar Star is undergoing sea
trials for its return to service after an
extensive retrofit, but she is over thirtysix years old, well beyond her intended
thirty-year service life. On the other
hand, Russia operates twenty-five polar
icebreakers, Finland and Sweden each
have seven, and Canada has six.22 Russia is currently constructing what will
be the world’s largest nuclear-powered
icebreaker.
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Militarization of the Arctic? continued presence of core areas in the
Nowhere else in the world is the U.S.
Navy so clearly outclassed in its ability to perform operations than in the
Arctic. Today, the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) says there is no need
for a U.S. Navy presence, other than
the strategic patrols that U.S. Navy submarines have been doing since early in
the Cold War, because the DoD does
not view disputes in the Arctic as a likely
source of conflict.23 For this reason,
there are no DoD plans for building
any additional Arctic bases or deep
draft ports through 2020.24
On the other hand, the Russian
Northern Fleet is its largest and most
powerful fleet and has conducted extensive exercises in Arctic waters along Russia’s Northern Sea Route.25 In October
2013, the Russian Air Force re-opened
a Cold War-era air base on Kotelny
Island, far to the east of the Northern
Fleet’s home port of Severomorsk.26
In November 2013, Russia’s Minister
of Defense announced plans to create
a new class of ice-protected vessels to
patrol their Arctic coast.27
The three other Arctic littoral nations
(Canada, Denmark, and Norway) have
also demonstrated their commitment
to increasing their military presence in
the region, improving infrastructure
and augmenting fleet and troop levels
rapidly. Canada is converting a deepwater port on Baffin Island into a major
naval base, building eight new vessels
via the Arctic Patrol Ship Project, and
considering establishing training facilities in Resolute Bay near the Northwest Passage.28 The Danish military is
creating an Arctic Response Force,29
and Norway has committed to purchasing forty-eight F–35 aircrafts “for the
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High North.”30
Today, neither the U.S. Navy nor the
U.S. Coast Guard have the infrastructure, the ships, or the political ambition to be able to sustain surface operations in the Arctic in a similar manner.

Perceived American Weakness
Affects the Balance of Power.
A changing Arctic provides new opportunities for Arctic states and for the
world. However, the extreme conditions in the Arctic mean that planning
is necessary. In the harsh environment
of the Arctic, a laissez-faire approach
will not work: governments must put
in place the policies, appropriate the
funds, and give political legitimacy to
Arctic development in order to assert
their will and exploit these opportunities. The United States has notably
combined only tentative policies with
very little funding and no high-level
political visibility.
Perhaps the lack of interest from the
United States in the Arctic is because
Alaska is so remote and sparsely populated. In contrast, for countries like
Russia, Norway, or Canada, the Arctic
is more central to their national identity.
This lack of attention has consequences. For example, because the
U.S. Senate has refused to ratify the
UNCLOS, U.S. diplomats are not privy
to decisions about claims to extended
Exclusive Economic Zones in the Arctic
Ocean. Russia has claimed the undersea Lomonosov Ridge under the North
Pole as an extension of their continental shelf. Denmark (via Greenland)
and Canada dispute that claim. These
decisions about borders will be made in
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the coming months and years, and U.S.
diplomats will have little say.
Russian President Vladimir Putin
has given direct speeches about developing the Arctic, saying, “Russia is carrying out intensive work in the Arctic
regions to explore and develop new oil
and gas fields and minerals deposits. We
are building big transport and energy
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lack of attention persists. While countries as diverse as Japan, Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Russia, and
Singapore have an ambassador-level
position responsible for managing
Arctic affairs, the U.S. Department of
State’s senior Arctic official is not even
a Senate-confirmed position.33
As new countries join the Arctic

The danger in the Arctic comes from an imbalance
of power and of attention, not from a scramble for
resources.
facilities and reviving the Northern Sea
Route.”31
Meanwhile, President Bush released
his Arctic policy statement only days
before leaving office in January 2009,
and President Obama released an
updated Arctic policy statement in
2013 on a quiet Friday afternoon without any publicity or press statement.32
In substance, both statements exhibited remarkable consensus in the need
for a legal dispute settlement system
(including ratification of UNCLOS),
increased search and rescue capabilities, and the exploitation of energy
resources. However, neither Bush nor
Obama pushed Congress to actually appropriate the funds necessary to
meet these challenges. Over the last
four years, both administrations have
released toothless Arctic policy papers,
while the Kremlin places exploiting the
Arctic at the center of national affairs
and puts significant resources behind
its policies. The difference in priority
level at the presidential level could not
be clearer.
Below the level of head of state, the

Council, they could change the balance
of power in the Arctic. Since becoming a Permanent Observer to the Arctic
Council, China’s actions in the Arctic have led to many questions about
Beijing’s intentions. Chinese mining
firms have begun exploration for gold,
copper, and iron ore in Greenland.
Additionally, the China National Offshore Oil Corporation has entered
into an agreement to search for oil off
Iceland’s coast. Combined with their
strong campaign to join the Arctic
Council, it is clear that China will seek
to be a major player in the Arctic, both
for resource extraction and the transit
routes.
The danger in the Arctic comes from
an imbalance of power and of attention, not from a scramble for resources. While Russia has declared the Arctic to be “a strategic resource base”
and has promulgated plans to promote
the Northern Sea Route over Russia as a major route for international
trade, the U.S. government, under
the leadership of both Republican and
Democratic administrations, has all but
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ignored the Arctic.34
The question of ‘why’ this is so
is complicated. Perhaps the political
paralysis on climate policy in Congress
has stifled debate about the role of the
United States in the Arctic; so long as

concrete steps that the U.S. government
could quickly take in order to exert
power in the Arctic: ratify UNCLOS,
so that the United States can fully participate in negotiations to determine
borders in the Arctic; increase the U.S.

Regardless of ‘why’ the United States has failed

to act on the Arctic, the result is a failed opportunity.
There are a few concrete steps that the U.S. government could quickly take in order to exert power in the
Arctic.
a large contingency within U.S. politics
refuses to acknowledge the very existence of climate change, it will be difficult to find a consensus, even in the
face of clear evidence. Perhaps it also
has to do with a difference of culture;
for Russia and the other members of
the Arctic Council, their cold northern expanse holds a mystique akin the
popular American conception of the
Western frontier. For most Americans,
though, Alaska and the Arctic are simply too distant and almost foreign to
stir any passions. Finally, perhaps we
should follow the principle of Occam’s
razor: action and strategy in the Arctic
is not prioritized by the United States
because, in comparison to pressing
concerns like Iranian nuclear weapons,
a rebalance to Asia, war in Afghanistan,
or trade with Europe, the Arctic is simply a lower priority.
Regardless of ‘why’ the United States
has failed to act on the Arctic, the result
is a failed opportunity. There are a few
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Navy or the U.S. Coast Guard presence
in order to secure our sea lanes and
provide for disaster response; and make
a final decision on how to approve and
regulate offshore oil drilling.
In 2015, the United States will
assume the chair of the Arctic Council.
If the United States has not made decisions, backed by resources, on these
topics before then, Washington will
have missed a great opportunity. There
is a real danger of conflict in the Arctic due to a lack of clarity about U.S.
intentions in the High North. There is
a danger that other countries may perceive U.S. inattention as weakness. In
the absence of clear statement of policy,
backed up by high-level attention and
resources from the United States, there
is a danger of misreading U.S. intentions about what it perceives as core
interests in the Arctic. There is still
time for the United States to change
course. The United States is an Arctic
nation: it should start acting like one.
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